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It’s great to see Taliya
doing the things which
she could only watch
others do before
Sabrina Dawkins, Mum

Despite being born without a left hand, eight-year-old
Taliya Anyia-Dawkins is able to take part in all of the same
activities as her school friends, thanks to the incredible
work done at Portsmouth Enablement Centre, in St Mary’s
Community Health Campus.
Taliya, from Gosport, was over the moon to receive a special
custom-made ‘gymnastics hand’ which was made by the centre,
which means she is now able to do cartwheels and handstands in
comfort.
The hand is slightly longer than her normal prosthetic, which
makes her much more balanced when she is taking part in sports.
Her mum, Sabrina Dawkins, said “She loves gymnastics and she’s
really good at it. It’s great to see her doing the things which she
could only watch others do before.
“She’s also now taking up
athletics – there’s just no
stopping her! It’s lovely to
see her enjoying herself
and being so active. The
centre has been really good
with Taliya and are always
thinking of her needs.
“Taliya is very much
involved in the creation of
her prosthesis and she will
be asked about her likes
and dislikes, her favourite

colours and her hobbies. All of this is used by the experts when
they are creating her hands. She is seen by her prosthetist and by
an occupational therapist, who suggest different ways for her to
do certain things, which is often really helpful. It has built up her
confidence a lot and I am really proud of her.”
Portsmouth Enablement Centre changed its name in 2015 from
Disablement Services Centre, to better reflect the work which is
carried out in the centre, and the attitude of its users.
The centre, which is one of only 40 such centres
across the UK, helps thousands of adults and
children across the South of England.
Chantel Ostler, Amputee Specialist
Physiotherapist at the centre, said “This
was something which our users felt very
strongly about. We wanted our name to
reflect our philosophy here, and our focus is
firmly on enablement and empowering people.”

Best Care, Best People, Best Hospital

Welcome to

Spring 2016
Dear Trust members,
Welcome to the spring edition of Trust Matters.
After a rather long, drawn out, wet and miserable winter, it is particularly uplifting to see the
article about Taliya and her ‘gymnastic hand’ on the front page of Trust Matters. Not many of
us are in a position where we can so positively affect peoples’ lives but my clinical colleagues
are. Not only do they, for the most part, make people better but they also dramatically
improve the quality of their lives – what a wonderful privilege to be able to do so. There are
many other examples within this newsletter of some of the other marvellous things that are
going on either here in the hospital, or elsewhere, on our behalf. I hope that you will enjoy
reading about them as much as I have. The lengths to which both staff and members of the
public will go to support their local hospital never ceases to amaze me.
It would be wrong of me to ignore the problems associated with our Emergency Department
and, what we call, our unscheduled care pathway. The challenges that we wrestle with on a
daily basis are well documented in both the News and by local TV so I will not repeat them
here. However, it is important that you know that we are working tirelessly with all of our
local healthcare system partners to try and resolve this situation and to continue to provide
our patients with safe care and the best patient experience that we can. There are many
different initiatives that are either underway, or soon will be, that are all designed to enable
people to access our Emergency Department when they really need to. Our Chairman, Sir
Ian Carruthers, always takes the opportunity at every meeting of the Trust Board to thank all
of our staff for their continued dedication and commitment to providing patient focussed
care in the face of relentless pressure.
You will see on the back page an invitation to join us at one of our local members meetings.
Please do come along and meet your local Governors and please feel free to bring a friend!
We have arranged these meetings at different times of the day and in different venues; so
hopefully, there will be a meeting at a time and a place to suit you. It will be an
opportunity to learn more about the ‘stories behind the headlines’ – more
detail about those stories about the hospital that you read in the News
or see on TV. You will also be able to ask any questions that
you might have about the Trust. Do try and join us – I look
forward to seeing you there!.
Yours sincerely,

Peter Mellor

Director of Corporate Affairs and Business Development

Tweets/Facebook posts of the season:
		
@jesslewis15: @QAHospitalNews Two years
ago today I received my kidney transplant thanks
to the kindness of a stranger at such a sad time.
Thanks to all at QA!
		
@lisajg74: @QAHospitalNews just like to say
how fab the breast services department were,
lovely staff and so efficient, thank you!
		@frankcroton: @QAHospitalNews bit of laser
surgery on torn retina today. As always all very
professional at QA - #CQC would be impressed!
		
@marjonanne: @OurCofE I spent two nights
in QA Hospital Portsmouth recently and found
great comfort from a visit from a chaplain…
		
@DavinaPotter4: So last night I fell in love
with one of the doctors at the QA Hospital…
and I’m never going to see him again #life
@QAHospitalNews
		
@ninjabetic1: Final day on placement today.
Thank you @QAHospitalNews @bidbury and
team for having me! I’ve learnt so much.
		
@SOWEN76: @QAHospitalNews thanks to
the Trauma team for repairing my clavicle, all of
the Drs, Nurses and Admin staff were fantastic.
#NHS are stars!
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Hayley Evans: Thanks Julie Woodman for
delivering my twins safely, it will be seven
years ago next week :)
	
Paula Slater AkaCasling: They used the
AccuVein on my son a few weeks ago. He’s
12 and has autism so thought it was brilliant
instead of prodding him around – found
a vein first time. Thank you to the lovely
nurses x
	
Leanne Pook: Wendy is truly an amazing
person inside and out. Dr Ann O’Callaghan,
the only way I can describe this amazing
woman is as our very own guardian angel.
	
Lindsay Northey: The QA diabetic team
were fantastic during my third pregnancy
when I was diagnosed with GD. So much
advice and support resulted in my daughter
being born happy and healthy. Thank you x
	
Sara Jane Nelson: The platinum anniversary
is such a beautiful story and how lovely
that the memory lane room is there...
Congratulations to the lovely couple xx

Peter Mellor

Director of Corporate Affairs
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Happy 6th birthday QA
Believe it or not we recently celebrated the
6th anniversary of the official opening of the
then new, Queen Alexandra Hospital.
The site as we know it today is an amalgamation
of the previous Queen Alexandra Hospital, St
Mary’s Hospital and the Royal Hospital Haslar and
is more than double the size of the previous Queen
Alexandra provision.
The official opening saw HRH The Princess Royal
open the new facility and Chief Executive, Ursula
Ward, escorted the Princess Royal around the
Paediatric and Critical Care departments.
Throughout the visit the Princess Royal was able to
see first-hand QA’s world-class medical facilities, as
well as have the opportunity to meet both staff and
patients before unveiling a commemorative plaque
in front of hospital staff and distinguished guests.
Chief Executive, Ursula Ward, says: “The
anniversary marks six years of both hard work
and determination by staff to ensure the people
of Portsmouth and beyond have the best medical
facilities on their doorsteps.

“I am incredibly proud of the amazing work that has been achieved in
our amazing facility over the last six years, with countless awards being
won, innovative medical treatment continuously being unveiled, and the
numerous patient plaudits that I receive on a daily basis that praise the
work of the staff who work tirelessly every day to serve the people of
Portsmouth and beyond.”

Media activities this season

As always the Trust has been busy with its media presence with coverage including:
lA
 n eight-year-old child
saved her pocket money
to buy presents for the
children at QA. This story
was picked up by The
Metro, The Star, The Daily
Mail, The Sun, Huffington

l	A paediatrician Howard
childhood obesity. The
Post, Swansea Sound,
l	Toddler who turns blue in
footage was aired in line
water because of a rare
Palm FM, The Portsmouth
Wilford has won the Wave
with the release of the
condition risks dying if
News, numerous internet
105 award for his work
government’s national
given a bath – The story was
websites and regional
after being nominated by
obesity strategy.
picked up by The Portsmouth
papers across the UK.
a patient. The award VT
News and The Mirror.
l	Nurse Specialist Donna
l	Schoolgirl Abby Harrison’s
was filmed at the hospital.
Bowman talked to BBC
lip swells to double its size l	BBC politics show featured
l	The MyBirthplace app
South about her new role
Dr Richard Aspinall,
from uncommon bacterial
won highly commended
working with veterans who
Consultant Hepatologist,
infection. This story was
from the NICE shared
have
alcohol
or
mental
about
alcohol
problems
picked up by: The Express
learning wards in
health problems, which is
in Portsmouth, and our
and Star, The Telegraph
Liverpool.
the first of its kind in the
fantastic Hepatology and
and Argus, South Wales
l	
ITV Meridian filmed
country.
alcohol
nursing
service.
Argus, Shropshire Star,
Rehabilitation Consultant,
Russian news websites,
l	Channel 5 filmed two of
l	ITV Tonight, ITV Meridian
Allison Hatfield, about
Belfast Telegraph,
Carillion’s security guards
and BBC National
a patient that suffered a
Portsmouth News, Grimsby
about running the Great
filmed a patient and
South Run
stroke whilst pregnant.
Bariatric Surgeon about
Telegraph.
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Generous knitters support Portsmouth patients
Our local community of knitters has shown
fantastic support for our patients by delivering
‘fiddle mitts’ by the bagful.
These multi-coloured props are invaluable for many of
our patients with dementia, who can be anxious and
confused about being in a strange hospital environment.
The fiddle mitts are decorated with tactile items, such as
buttons, ribbons and even tinsel. Patients with dementia
find fiddling with something relaxing, and these props
provide them with comfort keeping their hands busy, as well
as providing visual and sensory stimulation.
Barbara George and her friends have knitted dozens of Fiddle
Mitts for the hospital, and knows first-hand how useful these
can be for patients with dementia, having worked for much
of her career as a nurse.
Barbara said: “They’re very easy to knit and I would
encourage other people to get involved. I’ve had
feedback that they do provide real benefits for
those who have dementia. Anything can be put on
these mitts – I use buttons, different coloured woolanything which keeps people’s attention, which feels
different, and which is a talking point.”
We are extremely lucky that a knitting group has been
set up within the hospital. Members of the group are
supporting our patients by creating these mitts, amongst
their other projects.
Knitter Natters meet every Friday in Memory Lane, in G4, and welcome
visitors, patients and staff.
Elizabeth Caush started the group and explained: “It’s more than lots of
people knitting, it’s about bringing people together.
“We are really pleased to be making items which will help patients, whether
that be fiddle mitts or knitted boobs to help new mums who might be
struggling with breastfeeding.
“It’s early days but I’m delighted that the group is up and running – and
hope that it will grow to become a permanent feature at QA Hospital.”

Mum awakes from coma to meet
her baby for the first time
After suffering a headache
and having problems
hearing, 27-year-old Colvina
passed out at her home in
Petersfield and was taken
to Southampton hospital
where she was given a
10% chance of survival.
Colvina had suffered an
aneurism which then caused
a stroke.
The nurse spent the next six
weeks in a coma but although
unconscious, in amazement to
her loved ones, would often put
her hands on her baby bump
and stroke it tenderly.
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Five weeks into the coma
medics had to give Colvina a
c-section and her baby girl
was welcomed into the
world at 27 weeks weighing
just 3lb.
A week later Colvina came
out of the coma and was
transferred to QA Hospital
along with baby Maia.
The doctors, Colvina’s
husband Matthew and her
mum spent the first few
days explaining to her what
had happened, but she kept
forgetting.
So a few days after coming

around she was taken to
see baby Maia and says she
instantly knew who the baby
was.
At this stage Colvina couldn’t
walk, talk or feed herself, but
hospital staff worked hard to
ensure she could spend time
with her tiny newborn.
Colvina was then transferred to
the Phoenix rehabilitation ward
where she stayed for 102 nights
and the team taught her to do
all those everyday things again.
Colvina has now been out of
hospital for 10 months and both
she and Maia are doing well.

This story was covered by the
following media outlets:
• Good Morning Britain
• ITV Meridian
• BBC South
• The Mail
• The Mirror
• Five Live
• Petersfield Post
• Whaat’s New UK
• Daily Star
• Hungarian magazine Life
• Italian webpage fanpage.it
• Lithuanian television TV3
• Hong Kong media page Apple
• Arabic website Youm7
• Vietnamese webpage VietBao

Capturing a child’s
cancer courage through
the collection of beads
Around 8,600 people are diagnosed with leukemia
each year in the UK, and in 2011 around 654 people
were diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(ALL), the most common type of cancer to affect
children. Approximately one in every 2,000 children
will develop ALL, most of whom will be between
the ages of two and five years old.
Four-year-old Southsea resident Daniel Souter is unfortunately
one of those children, and four months into his treatment
Daniel is a regular face on the Paediatrics wards of both QA and
Southampton Hospital.
To support and strengthen children and families coping with
serious illness, a non-profit organisation – Beads of Courage –
developed a programme where children admitted to hospital
regularly for serious illnesses receive a bead for every visit or
treatment undertaken.
“Daniel loves collecting his beads and it helps us to encourage him
to want to attend for treatment,” says Crystal, Daniel’s mother.
With over 500 beads collected, Crystal says the beads have helped
keep track of Daniel’s medical milestones unlike any book could.
“Daniel’s beads are a visual reminder of how far he’s progressing
with fighting this horrible illness, as well as being a great
distraction tool to what is really going on that day,” says Crystal.

Crystal continues. “The beads are
not just a great distraction tool for
Daniel but for us all. It was hard for
me to shave all of Daniel’s hair off
but as it was falling out in clumps
I felt that it would of been better
for Daniel to have it short than see
all the hair on his pillow each time
it fell out.
Daniel was at QA at the time
and having the staff hype him up
about getting a bead after the
shave, and presenting him with
it after made such a difference in
turning something negative into
something positive.”
The bead project was originally set up by a nurse, Jean Baruch, in
America and has been in operation across the south of England
since 2013.
Every chemo session, blood transfusion completed, overnight
hospital stay, blood test or clinic visit will result in the child
receiving a certain colour bead. “The variety of colours on Daniel’s
string is a testament to my beautiful four-year-old who is so
upbeat and happy all the time, despite the huge spectrum of
treatment that his little body has been through.”

Prince Harry presents hospital patient with inspirational
award after her fundraising activities for QA
Prince Harry has presented an
‘Inspirational child of the year’ award
to 13-year-old Hope Farren at the
WellChild annual awards ceremony in
London after she completed a string of
fundraising activities for the hospital.
Hope, who faces gruelling daily
medications to combat severe asthma,
angioedema, chest, lung and adrenaline
problems, was picked from 100s of
nominations from across the UK after
she donated boxes of toys, games and
video consoles to the paediatrics ward.
The high profile Awards ceremony
was attended by many of WellChild’s
celebrity supporters as well as Patron
Prince Harry, who presented Hope with
the Inspirational Child 11-14 category.
He said: “The stories we have heard
tonight are moving beyond words. They
remind us of the utter insignificance
of our everyday worries. Yet, one of
the things that always stands out is the
positivity shown by those in the most
difficult and testing circumstances. It is
heartening to hear so many stories of

happiness and hope, even through the
dark times.”
Speaking at the event, Hope said:
“I said to Prince Harry that he didn’t
sound as posh as I thought he would,
and he replied that he laughs at people
who sound too posh. It was an honour
to meet him and was just like talking
to a normal man, he was so nice and
relaxed.”
Hope was first admitted to hospital
at just three months old which means
that now aged 13, she has since been
admitted more than 90 times.
Play Specialist Sue Richardson says:
“I first met Hope six years ago and
often Hope’s asthma is so bad that
she is connected to an oxygen tank in
bed. Because of being bed-bound she
wouldn’t be able to access the school
room to play so I would often take
activities to her. On one occasion Hope
was able to go to the school room and
participate in a ‘learn to sew’ activity.
Then off her own back she sold some
bags that she had created and made

£300. She then went
out with the money and
bought toys and games
for the ward.
“I nominated Hope as I
felt as though she truly
deserved recognition;
thinking of others is an
achievement in itself.
Her mother must be so proud of the person she has
become despite her constant health battles, I couldn’t
be prouder to know her.”
Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust newsletter
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What’s it like to deal
with a spectrum
of illnesses in one of
the busiest and most
high pressure units
in the hospital?
Critical Care is one of the busiest and
most high pressure units in a hospital
because every patient needs constant
care and attention as they recover
from life-threatening conditions,
major operations, have been injured
in severe accidents or are recovering
from acute illnesses such as pneumonia.
Therefore being a consultant in such
a department involves not only being
able to use specialist equipment and
deal with a variety of conditions, but
also being able to think on your feet
and make quick decisions as you’re
faced with deteriorated conditions and
complications like sudden organ failure.
Steve Mathieu has worked at the hospital
as a Critical Consultant since November
2011 and says the acute element of his
role is what makes each day meaningful.
“In Critical Care I treat patients of any age
with a wide spectrum of illnesses. I am
involved in important decisions about the
management of a patient, act as part of the

resuscitation team and work with a number
of different specialties, so I am incredibly
lucky to have a role as diverse, challenging
and rewarding as I do,” says Steve.
I ask Steve to tell me about a typical day
on the job and the variety of people that
he could see. “In one day I could go from
caring for a tiny baby, to an elderly person. I
will be involved in the care of patients with
acute medical problems, patients having
planned or emergency high risk surgical
procedures and patients that may have had
a cardiac arrest. There is a huge variety in
the conditions and patients that I will treat.
Communication with family members is a
hugely important part of my role. Tension
is naturally always high with the loved ones
so it’s important to keep them continually
updated. I find myself acting as a support
network to not only the patient but the
family too as they come to terms with the
patient’s changing condition and hopefully
their rehabilitation. I am also involved
with breaking bad news. Around 20% of

patients admitted to intensive care will sadly
die. This is a difficult part of the job but is
essential and I take great pride in trying to
deliver information with compassion and
empathy.”
Steve says a highlight of his career is when
patients beat the odds and have miraculous
recoveries. “I remember one young lady
who had a bacterial infection that caused
septic shock, which is a condition that
happens when your blood pressure drops to
a dangerously low level after an infection.
The sepsis caused a lack of blood supply
around her body and her fingers and toes
went black which meant she had a risk of
amputation. I spent a long time treating her
physical and psychological recovery as she
fought the illness and contemplated losing
both her hands and feet. Against the odds
I was eventually able to discharge the girl
with minimal effect to her feet and hands
– she’d made a remarkable recovery,” says
Steve smiling.

Celebrating eight years
of helping you sleep
Our fantastic Sleep Service
started eight years ago and in
that time has grown from just
two clinics a week to more than
30 clinics a week.
The team now treat over 3500
patients with mostly obstructive
sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS)
but also other sleep disorders such
as narcolepsy, REM related sleep
disorders and shift worker disorder.
Patients are referred to the team
usually because they snore badly,
which may well be affecting their
relationship, have witnessed pauses
in their breathing and are extremely
sleepy during the day, affecting
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their ability to work and drive
safely.
The sleep team see new patients,
arrange and report respiratory sleep
studies, commence CPAP treatment
and review. They also carry out in
tests that analysis a patient’s brain
waves, eye movements, muscular
activity and respiratory functions .
Treatment for OSAS is usually
with Continuous Positive Airway
Pressure (CPAP) which works by
blowing air into the upper airway
and splinting it open.
Getting used to CPAP therapy
can be very challenging for some
patients. Liz Walker, Lead Nurse for

Sleep and Ventilation, explained:
“It is both the hardest and most
rewarding aspect of our job.
Once established on treatment
most patients feel so much better
and regularly describe it as ‘life
changing’. Patients find it easier
to get up in the morning, they
stop snoring, they don’t fall asleep
in meetings or at traffic lights
and they are more motivated to
address lifestyle issues that can be
adding to their problems. There is
also good evidence that untreated
Obstructive Sleep Apnoea can
increase the risk of cardiovascular
disease.”

Portsmouth patient loses
14 stone in nine months but
regains it the following year –
now he’s determined to lose
the weight healthily with the
help of QA…
A QA patient has had a rollercoaster couple of years after
losing an incredible 14 stone in nine months, but regaining
it over the course of the following year.
Now Chris Mardlin, 27, is back on the road to good health, and
this time, with the support of the Integrated Complex Obesity
Service at the Trust, is losing weight the right way.
He explains: “I’ve always struggled with my weight, and was
20 stone at the age of 13. Then by the time I was 25 I weighed
close to 33 stone.
“In January 2014 I dropped my calorie intake to about 1,600
calories a day, and I was spending multiple hours in the gym
most days.
“I was also taking diet pills T5 and Grenade Black Ops. I wasn’t
doing it in a sensible way, and instead of being addicted to food
I was now addicted to exercise.
“If I did 50km on the exercise bike one day, I would force myself
to go even further the next day.”
The weight fell off Chris, but he was suffering from side effects
including heavy heart palpitations, a numb and dropping face
during exercise, and inability to sleep in a healthy pattern, which
he attributes to the diet pills.
Chris, from Portsmouth, said: “My friends and family couldn’t
believe the transformation, and I was amazed at how differently
people treated me in day-to-day life. It’s sad that people talk to
you so differently depending on how you look.”
At his lowest weight, 6ft Chris was 18 stone 5lbs. He said: “I
was pleased I had lost the weight, and I was happier with how I
looked, but I did struggle mentally.
“I had done all of this work but my life was
essentially still the same- I let my old
patterns of thought creep back in overtime
and started to lose belief in the end
goal of my journey, eventually
believing what I wanted was
unattainable.”
Chris
maintained
the weight
for a few
months, but the
wheels came off his

From left: Chris Mardlin, Denise Thomas, Mary Bowler

weight-loss programme in January 2015 when he gained 30lbs
over a week-long holiday to Butlins.
From then on he continued to gain weight, and by December
2015 he was back at his start weight of 33 stone.
Chris, who has previously worked as a chef, said: “For me,
my poor relationship with food is a mental one. I know
that I can lose the weight again, but this time I want
to do it the right way.
“I will continue to exercise, but not to the obsessive
extent I was previously, ensuring I set manageable
goals. I’m following a sensible diet, eating regular
meals throughout the day.
“I’ve already lost two-and-a-half stone, without
the use of any products.
Chris is being supported by our Integrated Complex
Obesity Programme team. The programme means
that patients receive medical,
dietetic, psychological and
exercise support for a period of
six months.
After this period, patients will
be referred on to specialist
or surgical assessment, which
may include bariatric surgery,
or will be referred back to
primary care with a personal
treatment plan.
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New support group for those affected by lung cancer
Whether you have been recently diagnosed, living with the
disease for years or have been affected by a loved one’s
struggle with lung cancer, our staff are here to support you.

Mandy suffered another major blow when she caught
pneumonia in December 2014, which meant she was unable to
receive the necessary chemotherapy for six months.

Lung Cancer Nurse specialists Alena Clemo says: “There is a
relatively high incidence of lung cancer cases in the Portsmouth
area.

The cancer has now spread to the brain, neck, bones and other
‘hot spots’ around her body.

“The group will be a safe place where people can talk
about symptoms and how to manage them, a place
to get advice and emotional support and to meet
others going through a similar experience.”
Among the patients who will benefit from
the new support group is patient Mandy
Fewings, who has been living with lung
cancer for two years.

She has received Radium therapy and now receives
regular chemotherapy alongside medication.
Mandy, 53, said: “I think this support group is a
great idea. Lung cancer is a very difficult thing
to live with, but it really helps me to talk to
people about it.
The support group will be held monthly
on the first Tuesday of every month, with
the first group being held on March 1st.

She was diagnosed in February 2014,
after visiting her GP with a persistent
cough.

The group will meet at Drayton
Centre, 238 Havant Road, Portsmouth
PO6 1PA between 10am and
11.45am

She said: “It was a huge shock.
Doctors found a shadow at the top of
my lung, and thought at first that it
might be TB. I was devastated when I
learnt I had cancer.”

If you have any questions, please
contact either Alena Clemo or Denise
Wright on 023 9228 6000 ext: 1382.

‘Stories
behind the
headlines’

Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust

The Governors

Request the pleasure of your company at

a series of public meetings.


Gosport:
Wednesday 4 May, 10.30am
Thorngate Theatre
Havant and South East:
nt U3A Meeting)
Thursday 19 May, 4.30pm (after Hava
Hall
al
Bedhampton Soci

More detail about those
stories about the hospital
that you read in the News
or see on TV.

Portsmouth:
Thursday 12 May, 6.30pm
l, QA Hospital
Lecture Theatre, Education Centre, E Leve
Fareham:
Monday 23 May, 2.00pm
tre, Westlands Grove, Portchester,
Park Room, Portchester Community Cen
Fareham PO16 9AD
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